
 

English 

Reading  

Fiction: The Queens Knickers by Nicholas 
Allan 

Non Fiction: The Great Fire of London by 
Jenny Powell  
 

Writing 

 Let’s get creative? Can you design the 
perfect pair of knickers? (Descriptive 
writing) 

 The Queen is coming to Park Hall. 
What mischief will she get up to? 
(Story)  

 Chef hats at the ready. Can you write 
instructions to make your own rice 
crispy cakes? (Instructions) 

 Fire! Fire! London’s burning. You’re 
there what can you see? A day in the 
life of Samuel Pepys? (Diary entry) 

 

 Mathematics 

Power Maths  

Numbers to 100 

Addition and Subtraction within 100 

Money  

Multiplication and division 

 

Science 

The Queen is coming! She does not like 

plastic. Can we find all of the objects made 

out of plastic? Can we suggest an 

alternative material?  

The Queen has ordered new bear skin hats 

to be made for the guards. What material 

would be best suited?  

The Royal Knicker maker is on holiday. The 

Queen has a very important trip and would 

like a new pair of knickers for the occasion. 

Are you up to the challenge?  

Art and Design 

The Queen needs some new knickers, who 
can design the most creative pair? 

Calling all Picassos… We need some portraits 
of The Queen! 

Let’s re-create a Great Fire of London scene. 

 

Design Technology 

Let’s re-create Pudding Lane Bakery. Can 

you assemble and prepare ingredients 

hygienically ready to sell at our cake sale? 

Can we make a miniature London Eye?   

Computing 

Does The Queen need to be E-Safe?  

How will technology help us to learn more 

about our topic, An Eye on London?  

 

Physical Education 

Can you dance to The Queen’s favourite 

songs?  

Pointy toes at the ready for our ‘Posh 

gymnastics?’ 

 

Music 

Turn up the radio…The White Cliffs of 

Dover is playing we love a bit of Vera Lynn 

and so does the Queen. Let’s tune into our 

singing voices.   

History 

London’s burning! Who wrote a diary 

entry that tells us all about it... Samuel 

Pepys. 

We will find out about the work of Sir 

Christopher Wren and how he helped to 

re-build London. 

Geography 

Big Bong, Big Ben, can I find you on the 

map, out of the choice of 10? 

As the Monarch of Britain, the Queen is 

well travelled. Can you help her driver to 

locate specific places on the map?  

  

SMSC/PSED/British Values 

God Save our Gracious Queen- The 

National Anthem.  

Why is the Queen special to us? 

 

 

 

 

Religious Education 
Who is a Muslim and what do they 
believe? What are Muslims special Places 
and special objects? 
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